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Unit 3, Worksheet 1

Our cocoa plantation 

Complete the text. 

Watch the film ‘Our cocoa plantation’. Read along and fill in the missing words.

The heat of the tropical zones along the equator is just perfect for the cocoa tree.  

All the people in my village work on the ___________  ___________________ .

The cocoa tree produces ___________ every six months.

Here the women of my village are pollinating the cocoa flowers. They do this   

____  _________ .

When the fruit is _________ , it changes its colour from green to orange.

A worker is  ______________  _____ the ripe fruit and is carrying it to a big pile.  

From there it is loaded onto trucks.

We all like to __________ . It is fun!

The cocoa beans are inside the fruit. You have to ______  _________ the fruit with 

machetes and remove the husks. A dangerous job!

The white cocoa beans are covered with banana tree __________ so that they ferment.

After fermentation, the beans are brown. Now they have to ______ in the full sun.  

The plantation workers are turning the beans so that they can dry on each side.

Workers are weighing and packing the beans. Then the ________ are sealed.

This is Mr Quaye, our _______________ . He is testing the beans for their quality and 

is grading them.

Our truck brings the sacks of beans from the collection centre to the ______________ 

in the city. Tons of beans from all over the country are __________ here.

At the port, __________ are lifting the sacks full of quality beans onto big ships.  

From here the ships leave for Europe and other continents.
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Unit 3, Worksheet 2

Chocolate criss-cross 
Match the words and descriptions.

1 Write A, B, C, … L beside the sentence that goes with the word.

 A sort of knife used for harvesting fruit and as a weapon.

 The white liquid produced by cows. People drink it. 

  A large building where goods are stored before they are transported to other countries or to shops to be sold. 

 A place by the sea where ships load and unload passengers and goods. 

 A machine with a long movable arm that moves heavy things by lifting them in the air. 

 A plant that grows in the tropical climate along the equator.

 A large boat that carries passengers or cargo on sea journeys. 

 A large bag made of rough woven material. It is used to carry or store goods such as potatoes and beans. 

 A large building where goods are made in large quantities, usually with the use of machines. 

 A sweet, hard, brown food made from cocoa beans.

 A cocoa-producing country.

 A piece of land – usually in a tropical country – where crops (tea, cocoa, sugar, coffee, etc.) grow. 

2 Fit the words A – L into the correct places in the crossword puzzle.

Opinion

  easy   just right   okay   difficult

A) CRANE B) MACHETE C) PLANTATION D) COCOA E) PORT F) SHIP

G) CHOCOLATE H) FACTORY I) WAREHOUSE J) GHANA K) MILK L) SACK
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Unit 3, Worksheet 5

Mixed letters 

Unmix ten mixed-up delicious chocolate desserts.

1 Rearrange the letters to find the words.

chocolate ESOSUM  

chocolate ECI RAMEC  

chocolate ITSIBUC  

chocolate GNIDDUP  

chocolate KILM KESHA  

chocolate GUYHORT  

chocolate UDENOF  

chocolate NYNUB  

chocolate OTHOMISE       

2 Read out the words to your partner. Do they sound English?

Opinion

  easy   just right   okay   difficult

rearrange = drehen, tauschen
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Unit 3, Worksheet 7

 Machines in action 

The machines in the chocolate factory produce chocolate.

They

clean crush roast grind press mix knead conch pour

zerdrücken pressen mahlen säubern kneten rösten conchieren giessen mischen

1 Draw connecting lines between the German verb and the English verb with the same meaning. 

2 Colour the squares with the same meaning the same colour. Use nine different colours.

Opinion

  easy   just right   okay   difficult

 

The machines in the chocolate factory produce chocolate.

They

clean crush roast grind press mix knead conch pour

zerdrücken pressen mahlen säubern kneten rösten conchieren giessen mischen

1 Draw connecting lines between the German verb and the English verb with the same meaning. 

2 Colour the squares with the same meaning the same colour. Use nine different colours.
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Unit 3, Worksheet 12

Aztecs, pirates and the Swiss 

Ask do and did questions and answer them. 

have slaves?

steal cocoa beans from Spanish ships?

Did the Aztecs have chocolate factories?

Did the pirates drink hot cocoa with sugar and milk? 

Do the Swiss eat chocolate bars?

offer chocolate to their gods? 

1 Work with a partner. Write questions in the present tense (do) and the past tense (did). 

2 Answer the questions. The Language focus in your Activity Book, page 50, will help you.

Question: D ?

Answer: .

Question: D ?

Answer: .

Question: D ?

Answer: .

Question: D ?

Answer: .

Question: D ?

Answer: .

Question: D ?

Answer: .

Opinion

  easy   just right   okay   difficult

Use:

Yes, they do. / No, they don’t.

Yes, they did. / No, they didn’t.

I don’t know. 

steal = stehlen / offer = (hier:) opfern

   id the Aztecs have slaves

Yes, they did

   id the pirates have slaves

I don’t know

   o the Swiss have slaves

No, they don’t

   id the Aztecs steal cocoa beans from Spanish ships

No, they didn’t

   id the pirates steal cocoa beans from Spanish ships

Yes, they did

   o the Swiss steal cocoa beans from Spanish ships

No, they don’t


